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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Family secrets
come back to haunt Jack Reacher in this electrifying
thriller from “a superb craftsman of suspense”
(Entertainment Weekly). Jack Reacher hits the
pavement and sticks out his thumb. He plans to follow
the sun on an epic trip across America, from Maine to
California. He doesn’t get far. On a country road deep
in the New England woods, he sees a sign to a place
he has never been: the town where his father was
born. He thinks, What’s one extra day? He takes the
detour. At the same moment, in the same isolated
area, a car breaks down. Two young Canadians had
been on their way to New York City to sell a treasure.
Now they’re stranded at a lonely motel in the middle
of nowhere. The owners seem almost too friendly. It’s
a strange place, but it’s all there is. The next morning,
in the city clerk’s office, Reacher asks about the old
family home. He’s told no one named Reacher ever
lived in town. He’s always known his father left and
never returned, but now Reacher wonders, Was he
ever there in the first place? As Reacher explores his
father’s life, and as the Canadians face lethal
dangers, strands of different stories begin to merge.
Then Reacher makes a shocking discovery: The
present can be tough, but the past can be tense . . .
and deadly. Don’t miss a sneak peek of Lee Child’s
novel Blue Moon in the back of the book. Praise for
Past Tense “Child is one writer who should never be
taken for granted.”—The New York Times Book
Review “[Lee Child] shows no signs of slowing down. .
. . Reacher is a man for whom the phrase moral
compass was invented: His code determines his
direction. . . . You need Jack Reacher.”—The Atlantic
“Superb . . . Child neatly interweaves multiple
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narratives, ratchets up the suspense (the reveal of
the motel plot is delicious), and delivers a powerful,
satisfying denouement. Fans will enjoy learning more
of this enduring character’s roots, and Child’s spare
prose continues to set a very high bar.”—Publishers
Weekly (boxed and starred review) “Another firstclass entry in a series that continues to set the gold
standard for aspiring thriller authors.”—Booklist
(starred review) “With his usual flair for succinctness
and eye for detail, Child creates another rollicking
Reacher road trip that will please fans and newcomers
alike.”—Library Journal (starred review)

The Improbable Primate
The Development of an Extraordinary Species We
human beings share 98 percent of our genes with
chimpanzees. Yet humans are the dominant species
on the planet -- having founded civilizations and
religions, developed intricate and diverse forms of
communication, learned science, built cities, and
created breathtaking works of art -- while chimps
remain animals concerned primarily with the basic
necessities of survival. What is it about that two
percent difference in DNA that has created such a
divergence between evolutionary cousins? In this
fascinating, provocative, passionate, funny, endlessly
entertaining work, renowned Pulitzer Prize–winning
author and scientist Jared Diamond explores how the
extraordinary human animal, in a remarkably short
time, developed the capacity to rule the world . . . and
the means to irrevocably destroy it.
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Love Warriors
In a remote Polish village, Janina devotes the dark
winter days to studying astrology, translating the
poetry of William Blake, and taking care of the
summer homes of wealthy Warsaw residents. Her
reputation as a crank and a recluse is amplified by her
not-so-secret preference for the company of animals
over humans. Then a neighbor, Big Foot, turns up
dead. Soon other bodies are discovered, in
increasingly strange circumstances. As suspicions
mount, Janina inserts herself into the investigation,
certain that she knows whodunit. If only anyone would
pay her mind . . .

Virus Hunting
The hominin fossil record documents a history of
critical evolutionary events that have ultimately
shaped and defined what it means to be human,
including the origins of bipedalism; the emergence of
our genus Homo; the first use of stone tools;
increases in brain size; and the emergence of Homo
sapiens, tools, and culture. The Earth's geological
record suggests that some evolutionary events were
coincident with substantial changes in African and
Eurasian climate, raising the possibility that critical
junctures in human evolution and behavioral
development may have been affected by the
environmental characteristics of the areas where
hominins evolved. Understanding Climate's Change
on Human Evolution explores the opportunities of
using scientific research to improve our
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understanding of how climate may have helped shape
our species. Improved climate records for specific
regions will be required before it is possible to
evaluate how critical resources for hominins,
especially water and vegetation, would have been
distributed on the landscape during key intervals of
hominin history. Existing records contain substantial
temporal gaps. The book's initiatives are presented in
two major research themes: first, determining the
impacts of climate change and climate variability on
human evolution and dispersal; and second,
integrating climate modeling, environmental records,
and biotic responses. Understanding Climate's
Change on Human Evolution suggests a new scientific
program for international climate and human
evolution studies that involve an exploration initiative
to locate new fossil sites and to broaden the
geographic and temporal sampling of the fossil and
archeological record; a comprehensive and
integrative scientific drilling program in lakes, lake
bed outcrops, and ocean basins surrounding the
regions where hominins evolved and a major
investment in climate modeling experiments for key
time intervals and regions that are critical to
understanding human evolution.

Horses, Humans, and Harmony
Basing his study on firsthand experience with
Yukaghir hunters, Rane Willerslev focuses on the
practical implications of living in a 'hall of mirrors'
world, one inhabited by humans, animals and spirits,
all of whom are understood to be endless mimetic
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doubles of one another.

Island of the Blue Dolphins
The interactions between apex predators and their
prey are some of the most awesome and meaningful
in nature—displays of strength, endurance, and a
deep coevolutionary history. And there is perhaps no
apex predator more impressive and important in its
hunting—or more infamous, more misjudged—than
the wolf. Because of wolves’ habitat, speed, and
general success at evading humans, researchers have
faced great obstacles in studying their natural hunting
behaviors. The first book to focus explicitly on wolf
hunting of wild prey, Wolves on the Hunt seeks to fill
these gaps in our knowledge and understanding.
Combining behavioral data, thousands of hours of
original field observations, research in the literature, a
wealth of illustrations, and—in the e-book edition and
online—video segments from cinematographer Robert
K. Landis, the authors create a compelling and
complex picture of these hunters. The wolf is indeed
an adept killer, able to take down prey much larger
than itself. While adapted to hunt primarily hoofed
animals, a wolf—or especially a pack of wolves—can
kill individuals of just about any species. But even as
wolves help drive the underlying rhythms of the
ecosystems they inhabit, their evolutionary prowess
comes at a cost: wolves spend one-third of their time
hunting—the most time consuming of all wolf
activities—and success at the hunt only comes
through traveling long distances, persisting in the
face of regular failure, detecting and taking
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advantage of deficiencies in the physical condition of
individual prey, and through ceaseless trial and error,
all while risking injury or death. By describing and
analyzing the behaviors wolves use to hunt and kill
various wild prey—including deer, moose, caribou,
elk, Dall sheep, mountain goats, bison, musk oxen,
arctic hares, beavers, and others—Wolves on the
Hunt provides a revelatory portrait of one of nature’s
greatest hunters.

Underground
For more than a century, the study of hunting and
gathering societies has been central to the
development of both archaeology and anthropology
as academic disciplines, and has also generated
widespread public interest and debate. The Oxford
Handbook of the Archaeology and Anthropology of
Hunter-Gatherers provides a comprehensive review of
hunter-gatherer studies to date, including critical
engagements with older debates, new theoretical
perspectives, and renewed obligations for greater
engagement between researchers and indigenous
communities. Chapters provide in-depth
archaeological, historical, and anthropological casestudies, and examine far-reaching questions about
human social relations, attitudes to technology,
ecology, and management of resources and the
environment, as well as issues of diet, health, and
gender relations - all central topics in hunter-gatherer
research, but also themes that have great relevance
for modern global society and its future challenges.
The Handbook also provides a strategic vision for how
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the integration of new methods, approaches, and
study regions can ensure that future research into the
archaeology and anthropology of hunter-gatherers
will continue to deliver penetrating insights into the
factors that underlie all human diversity.

The Day of the Triffids
H1N1 ("swine flu"), SARS, mad cow disease, and
HIV/AIDS are a few examples of zoonotic diseasesdiseases transmitted between humans and animals.
Zoonotic diseases are a growing concern given
multiple factors: their often novel and unpredictable
nature, their ability to emerge anywhere and spread
rapidly around the globe, and their major economic
toll on several disparate industries. Infectious disease
surveillance systems are used to detect this threat to
human and animal health. By systematically
collecting data on the occurrence of infectious
diseases in humans and animals, investigators can
track the spread of disease and provide an early
warning to human and animal health officials,
nationally and internationally, for follow-up and
response. Unfortunately, and for many reasons,
current disease surveillance has been ineffective or
untimely in alerting officials to emerging zoonotic
diseases. Sustaining Global Surveillance and
Response to Emerging Zoonotic Diseases assesses
some of the disease surveillance systems around the
world, and recommends ways to improve early
detection and response. The book presents solutions
for improved coordination between human and animal
health sectors, and among governments and
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international organizations. Parties seeking to
improve the detection and response to zoonotic
diseases--including U.S. government and international
health policy makers, researchers, epidemiologists,
human health clinicians, and veterinarians--can use
this book to help curtail the threat zoonotic diseases
pose to economies, societies, and health.

Drive Your Plow Over the Bones of the
Dead
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD WINNER
WINNER OF THE LOS ANGELES TIMES BOOK PRIZE
Haunting, harrowing, and profoundly affecting, Shot in
the Heart exposes and explores a dark vein of
American life that most of us would rather ignore. It is
a book that will leave no reader unchanged. Gary
Gilmore, the infamous murderer immortalized by
Norman Mailer in The Executioner's Song,
campaigned for his own death and was executed by
firing squad in 1977. Writer Mikal Gilmore is his
younger brother. In Shot in the Heart, he tells the
stunning story of their wildly dysfunctional family:
their mother, a black sheep daughter of unforgiving
Mormon farmers; their father, a drunk, thief, and con
man. It was a family destroyed by a multigenerational
history of child abuse, alcoholism, crime, adultery,
and murder. Mikal, burdened with the guilt of being
his father's favorite and the shame of being Gary's
brother, gracefully and painfully relates a murder tale
"from inside the house where murder is born a house
that, in some ways, [he has] never been able to
leave." Shot in the Heart is the history of an American
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family inextricably tied up with violence, and the story
of how the children of this family committed murder
and murdered themselves in payment for a long
lineage of ruin.

The World of Economics
Taking an ecological approach to our evolution, Clive
Finlayson considers the origins of modern humans
within the context of a drying climate and changing
landscapes. Finlayson argues that environmental
change, particularly availability of water, played a
critical role in shaping the direction of human
evolution, contributing to our spread and success. He
argues that our ancestors carved a niche for
themselves by leaving the forest and forcing their
way into a long-established community of carnivores
in a tropical savannah as climate changes opened up
the landscape. They took their chance at high noon,
when most other predators were asleep. Adapting to
this new lifestyle by shedding their hair and
developing an active sweating system to keep cool,
being close to fresh water was vital. As the climate
dried, our ancestors, already bipedal, became taller
and slimmer, more adept at travelling farther in
search of water. The challenges of seeking water in a
drying landscape moulded the minds and bodies of
early humans, and directed their migrations and
eventual settlements. In this fresh and provocative
view of a seven-million-year evolutionary journey,
Finlayson demonstrates the radical implications for
the interpretation of fossils and technologies and
shows that understanding humans within an
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ecological context provides insights into the
emergence and spread of Homo sapiens sapiens
worldwide.

After the Ice
Love Warriors is a comprehensive reader on the samesex marriage movement, outlining the rights, benefits
and protections marriage provides and the real-life
harm caused by marriage discrimination. Kotulski
affirms that advancing equality for LGBT people is
part of the American legacy of expanding human
rights and upholding cherished values. Love Warriors
is perfect for veteran supporters and those still on the
fence. "Love Warriors illustrates how society is best
served when all loving couples who want to settle
down are all able to do so through the civil institution
of marriage." -Mark Leno, California Leader "Love
Warriors is powerful and educates us to see our
common humanity. Equality in marriage is a human
rights issue. Read this book and get engaged for
justice!" -Dolores Huerta, Civil Rights Leader and CoFounder of the United Farm Workers "Evolve toward a
more enlightened understanding of marriage
equality." -Shefali Tsabary, Ph.D., author, The
Conscious Parent "A must-read for anyone concerned
about equality and justice. If you aren't a Love Warrior
before reading this book, you will be when you're
done." -Ed Fallon, Former Iowa State Represenative "If
you want your opinions about the most important
social issue of our time based on reason and facts this
book is your MUST READ." -Don Clark, Ph.D. author,
Loving Someone Gay
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The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology
and Anthropology of Hunter-Gatherers
What are the central questions of economics and how
do economists tackle them? This book aims to answer
these questions in 100 essays, written by economists
and selected from "The New Palgrave: A Dictionary of
Economics". It shows how economists deal with issues
ranging from trade to taxation.

The Story of the Human Body
New York Times Bestseller A Summer Reading Pick for
President Barack Obama, Bill Gates, and Mark
Zuckerberg From a renowned historian comes a
groundbreaking narrative of humanity’s creation and
evolution—a #1 international bestseller—that
explores the ways in which biology and history have
defined us and enhanced our understanding of what it
means to be “human.” One hundred thousand years
ago, at least six different species of humans inhabited
Earth. Yet today there is only one—homo sapiens.
What happened to the others? And what may happen
to us? Most books about the history of humanity
pursue either a historical or a biological approach, but
Dr. Yuval Noah Harari breaks the mold with this highly
original book that begins about 70,000 years ago with
the appearance of modern cognition. From examining
the role evolving humans have played in the global
ecosystem to charting the rise of empires, Sapiens
integrates history and science to reconsider accepted
narratives, connect past developments with
contemporary concerns, and examine specific events
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within the context of larger ideas. Dr. Harari also
compels us to look ahead, because over the last few
decades humans have begun to bend laws of natural
selection that have governed life for the past four
billion years. We are acquiring the ability to design
not only the world around us, but also ourselves.
Where is this leading us, and what do we want to
become? Featuring 27 photographs, 6 maps, and 25
illustrations/diagrams, this provocative and insightful
work is sure to spark debate and is essential reading
for aficionados of Jared Diamond, James Gleick, Matt
Ridley, Robert Wright, and Sharon Moalem.

Wolves on the Hunt
The classic postapocalyptic thriller with “all the reality
of a vividly realized nightmare” (The Times, London).
Triffids are odd, interesting little plants that grow in
everyone’s garden. Triffids are no more than mere
curiosities—until an event occurs that alters human
life forever. What seems to be a spectacular meteor
shower turns into a bizarre, green inferno that blinds
everyone and renders humankind helpless. What
follows is even stranger: spores from the inferno
cause the triffids to suddenly take on a life of their
own. They become large, crawling vegetation, with
the ability to uproot and roam about the country,
attacking humans and inflicting pain and agony.
William Masen somehow managed to escape being
blinded in the inferno, and now after leaving the
hospital, he is one of the few survivors who can see.
And he may be the only one who can save his species
from chaos and eventual extinction . . . With more
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than a million copies sold, The Day of the Triffids is a
landmark of speculative fiction, and “an outstanding
and entertaining novel” (Library Journal). “A
thoroughly English apocalypse, it rivals H. G. Wells in
conveying how the everyday invaded by the alien
would feel. No wonder Stephen King admires
Wyndham so much.” —Ramsey Campbell “One of my
all-time favorite novels. It’s absolutely convincing, full
of little telling details, and that sweet, warm sensation
of horror and mystery.” —Joe R. Lansdale

Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of
Human Societies
After experiencing the SARS outbreak in 2003, Hong
Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan all invested in various
techniques to mitigate future pandemics involving
myriad cross-species interactions between humans
and birds. In some locations microbiologists allied
with veterinarians and birdwatchers to follow the
mutations of flu viruses in birds and humans and
create preparedness strategies, while in others, public
health officials worked toward preventing pandemics
by killing thousands of birds. In Avian Reservoirs
Frédéric Keck offers a comparative analysis of these
responses, tracing how the anticipation of bird flu
pandemics has changed relations between birds and
humans in China. Drawing on anthropological theory
and ethnographic fieldwork, Keck demonstrates that
varied strategies dealing with the threat of
pandemics—stockpiling vaccines and samples in
Taiwan, simulating pandemics in Singapore, and
monitoring viruses and disease vectors in Hong
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Kong—reflect local geopolitical relations to mainland
China. In outlining how interactions among
pathogens, birds, and humans shape the way people
imagine future pandemics, Keck illuminates how
interspecies relations are crucial for protecting
against such threats.

Sustaining Global Surveillance and
Response to Emerging Zoonotic Diseases
In this book the author, a Harvard evolutionary
biologist presents an account of how the human body
has evolved over millions of years, examining how an
increasing disparity between the needs of Stone Age
bodies and the realities of the modern world are
fueling a paradox of greater longevity and chronic
disease. It illuminates the major transformations that
contributed key adaptations to the body: the rise of
bipedalism; the shift to a non-fruit-based diet; the
advent of hunting and gathering, leading to our
superlative endurance athleticism; the development
of a very large brain; and the incipience of cultural
proficiencies. The author also elucidates how cultural
evolution differs from biological evolution, and how
our bodies were further transformed during the
Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions. While these
ongoing changes have brought about many benefits,
they have also created conditions to which our bodies
are not entirely adapted, the author argues, resulting
in the growing incidence of obesity and new but
avoidable diseases, such as type 2 diabetes. The
author proposes that many of these chronic illnesses
persist and in some cases are intensifying because of
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'dysevolution,' a pernicious dynamic whereby only the
symptoms rather than the causes of these maladies
are treated. And finally, he advocates the use of
evolutionary information to help nudge, push, and
sometimes even compel us to create a more
salubrious environment. -- From publisher's web site.

The Hourglass and the Tunnel
Humans domesticated dogs soon after Neanderthals
began to disappear. This alliance between two
predator species, Pat Shipman hypothesizes, made
possible unprecedented success in hunting large Ice
Age mammals—a distinct and ultimately decisive
advantage for human invaders at a time when climate
change made both humans and Neanderthals
vulnerable.

The Sediments of Time
In this classic study, Elliott Leyton challenges the
conventional idea of serial murderers as deranged
madmen. He explores the twisted – but
comprehensible – motives of a half-dozen notorious
killers: Edmund Emil Kemper, Theodore Robert Bundy,
Albert DeSalvo (“The Boston Strangler”), David
Richard Berkowitz (“Son of Sam”), Mark James Robert
Essex, and Charles Starkweather. In the process of
describing their crimes Leyton exposes the cold
rationality that underlies their apparent pointlessness.
The result is startling: a revelatory text on a deeply
troubling topic. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Shot in the Heart
Envision a cold and calculating future world, where
mankind has attained miraculous gains on the one
certain, chilling fact of life that has plagued the
species since the dawn of time. In this bold new
landscape, humans are able to predict the body's
natural demise with a specific numerical prediction of
the age of death, called a PDA. What's more, life
spans have dramatically increased, and humans can
fend off the inevitable depending on how they live.
That is, all humans except for one: Sophia Nolan, who,
since birth, has faced a number that has idled at a
grim twenty-seven. Twenty-Seven, Shayne
Woodsmith's arresting, dystopian debut novel, lays
bare the plight of this one mere mortal and what her
all-too-human condition suggests for a species that
has been forever fixated on cheating death. As Sophia
rapidly approaches the age of twenty-seven, she must
reckon with the consuming obsession of the society
around her. Fast-paced, thought-provoking, and at
times utterly frantic, Twenty-Seven delivers a
disarmingly honest portrayal of human frailty and
strength through the lens of one tormented outcast.
While presciently casting a cold eye on our healthobsessed future, it exposes the darker side of an alltoo-sterile world, where the ultimate prestige is
longevity. You may never look at the notion of a long
and healthy life in the same way again.

The Better Angels of Our Nature
A RADICAL AND CONFRONTING EXPLANATION OF THE
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HUMAN MIND. Observe humans from an outsider's
perspective. The age-old art of human hunting is one
you must orchestrate with care. In The Art of Hunting
Humans, you'll learn essential facts about Earth's
smartest primate and discover mistakes that are
common among hunters while in pursuit of their prey.
Whether you are an experienced hunter or a novice,
this guide is essential reading. In it, you'll learn the
major steps for a hunt -- from correct observation and
selection of your prey to choosing the tastiest bait. It
will reveal how to leverage humans' self-ignorance
and strange behaviours and expose flaws of which
they are oblivious. At the end of the book, you will
have the opportunity to meet the SUPERIORS -creatures like no other. You'd better be ready! Even if
you're a seasoned hunter, The Art of Hunting Humans
provides extraordinary insights into human behaviour
as well as tips that will blow your mind. Almost
everything in this book is a trap. Enjoy!

Twenty Seven
The renowned AIDS researcher Robert Gallo tells his
story of scientific breakthrough in a riveting portrait of
the people, the politics, and the pace of modern
scientific discovery.

Soul Hunters
"THE ULTIMATE DINOSAUR BIOGRAPHY," hails
Scientific American: A thrilling new history of the age
of dinosaurs, from one of our finest young scientists.
A New York Times Bestseller • Goodreads Choice
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Awards WINNER A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR:
Smithsonian, NPR Science Friday, The Times
(London), Popular Mechanics, Science News, Library
Journal, Booklist, and Chicago Public Library "A
masterpiece of science writing." —Washington Post
"This is scientific storytelling at its most visceral,
striding with the beasts through their Triassic dawn,
Jurassic dominance, and abrupt demise in the
Cretaceous." —Nature The dinosaurs. Sixty-six million
years ago, the Earth’s most fearsome creatures
vanished. Today they remain one of our planet’s great
mysteries. Now The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs
reveals their extraordinary, 200-million-year-long
story as never before. In this captivating narrative
(enlivened with more than seventy original
illustrations and photographs), Steve Brusatte, a
young American paleontologist who has emerged as
one of the foremost stars of the field—naming fifteen
new species and leading groundbreaking scientific
studies and fieldwork—masterfully tells the complete,
surprising, and new history of the dinosaurs, drawing
on cutting-edge science to dramatically bring to life
their lost world and illuminate their enigmatic origins,
spectacular flourishing, astonishing diversity,
cataclysmic extinction, and startling living legacy.
Captivating and revelatory, The Rise and Fall of the
Dinosaurs is a book for the ages. Brusatte traces the
evolution of dinosaurs from their inauspicious start as
small shadow dwellers—themselves the beneficiaries
of a mass extinction caused by volcanic eruptions at
the beginning of the Triassic period—into the
dominant array of species every wide-eyed child
memorizes today, T. rex, Triceratops, Brontosaurus,
and more. This gifted scientist and writer re-creates
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the dinosaurs’ peak during the Jurassic and
Cretaceous, when thousands of species thrived, and
winged and feathered dinosaurs, the prehistoric
ancestors of modern birds, emerged. The story
continues to the end of the Cretaceous period, when a
giant asteroid or comet struck the planet and nearly
every dinosaur species (but not all) died out, in the
most extraordinary extinction event in earth’s history,
one full of lessons for today as we confront a “sixth
extinction.” Brusatte also recalls compelling stories
from his globe-trotting expeditions during one of the
most exciting eras in dinosaur research—which he
calls “a new golden age of discovery”—and offers
thrilling accounts of some of the remarkable findings
he and his colleagues have made, including primitive
human-sized tyrannosaurs; monstrous carnivores
even larger than T. rex; and paradigm-shifting
feathered raptors from China. An electrifying scientific
history that unearths the dinosaurs’ epic saga, The
Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs will be a definitive and
treasured account for decades to come. Includes 75
images, world maps of the prehistoric earth, and a
dinosaur family tree.

Learning to Die in the Anthropocene
"[A] winningly obsessive history of our relationship
with underground places" (The Guardian), from
sacred caves and derelict subway stations to nuclear
bunkers and ancient underground cities--an
exploration of the history, science, architecture, and
mythology of the worlds beneath our feet NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR When Will
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Hunt was sixteen years old, he discovered an
abandoned tunnel that ran beneath his house in
Providence, Rhode Island. His first tunnel trips
inspired a lifelong fascination with exploring
underground worlds, from the derelict subway
stations and sewers of New York City to sacred caves,
catacombs, tombs, bunkers, and ancient underground
cities in more than twenty countries around the world.
Underground is both a personal exploration of Hunt's
obsession and a panoramic study of how we are all
connected to the underground, how caves and other
dark hollows have frightened and enchanted us
through the ages. In a narrative spanning continents
and epochs, Hunt follows a cast of subterraneaphiles
who have dedicated themselves to investigating
underground worlds. He tracks the origins of life with
a team of NASA microbiologists a mile beneath the
Black Hills, camps out for three days with urban
explorers in the catacombs and sewers of Paris,
descends with an Aboriginal family into a 35,000-yearold mine in the Australian outback, and glimpses a
sacred sculpture molded by Paleolithic artists in the
depths of a cave in the Pyrenees. Each adventure is
woven with findings in mythology and anthropology,
natural history and neuroscience, literature and
philosophy. In elegant and graceful prose, Hunt cures
us of our "surface chauvinism," opening our eyes to
the planet's hidden dimension. He reveals how the
subterranean landscape gave shape to our most basic
beliefs and guided how we think about ourselves as
humans. At bottom, Underground is a meditation on
the allure of darkness, the power of mystery, and our
eternal desire to connect with what we cannot see.
Praise for Underground "A mesmerizingly fascinating
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tale . . . I could not stop reading this beautifully
written book."--Michael Finkel, author of The Stranger
in the Woods "Few books have blown my mind so
totally, and so often. In Will Hunt's nimble hands,
excursion becomes inversion, and the darkness turns
luminous. There are echoes of Sebald, Calvino, and
Herzog in his elegant and enigmatic voice, but also
real warmth and humor. . . . An intrepid--but far from
fearless--journey, both theoretically and
terrestrially."--Robert Moor, New York Times
bestselling author of On Trails

The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs
Basics in Human Evolution offers a broad view of
evolutionary biology and medicine. The book is
written for a non-expert audience, providing
accessible and convenient content that will appeal to
numerous readers across the interdisciplinary field.
From evolutionary theory, to cultural evolution, this
book fills gaps in the readers’ knowledge from various
backgrounds and introduces them to thought leaders
in human evolution research. Offers comprehensive
coverage of the wide ranging field of human evolution
Written for a non-expert audience, providing
accessible and convenient content that will appeal to
numerous readers across the interdisciplinary field
Provides expertise from leading minds in the field
Allows the reader the ability to gain exposure to
various topics in one publication

Spillover: Animal Infections and the Next
Human Pandemic
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Ten thousand years ago, our species made a radical
shift in its way of life: We became farmers rather than
hunter-gatherers. Although this decision propelled us
into the modern world, renowned geneticist and
anthropologist Spencer Wells demonstrates that such
a dramatic change in lifestyle had a downside that
we’re only now beginning to recognize. Growing grain
crops ultimately made humans more sedentary and
unhealthy and made the planet more crowded. The
expanding population and the need to apportion
limited resources created hierarchies and inequalities.
Freedom of movement was replaced by a pressure to
work that is the forebear of the anxiety millions feel
today. Spencer Wells offers a hopeful prescription for
altering a life to which we were always ill-suited.
Pandora’s Seed is an eye-opening book for anyone
fascinated by the past and concerned about the
future.

The Invaders
It is often forgotten how much we, as a species, owe
to the great and majestic animal that is the horse.
Indeed, the rise of modern civilization is much
indebted to this wondrous creature. It is one that can
fly without wings and thunder without clouds. It needs
no speech to strike our own away, nor requires any
wind to draw the very breath out of us. But how much
do we actually know about the horse? Today,
countless members of the human race attempt to
understand and comprehend how we can live and
work in harmony with one of the most amazing
animals ever to come into existence. In Horses,
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Humans, and Harmony, equestrian Michael Kibler
does just that. By breaking down natural horse
psychology, human reactions, and the best way to
adapt them both, Michael encourages the
development of a healthy and happy bond between
horses and humans. Don't work on horses, work with
them!

Pandora's Seed
The sand slowly pours downits grains one by one
separate from each other, but then connect once
again. Step by step, breath by breath, heartbeat after
heartbeat, the man gets closer to the middle of the
tunnel, and there is the sand, half empty; the man
keeps on going and the grains keep on falling. Right
before the end of the tunnel, just before the last grain
falls, the man looks back; what does he see? Prologue
The future--it promised a lot. Technology beyond
imagination, unbelievable innovations, clean energy,
a complete absence of crime, a notable rise in human
IQ levelsall of this, thanks to a great Leader who
brought humanity out of darkness after the greatest
of all wars. His standard was continued by his
children, and their children. But like most humans, the
great Leader had had some madness within, though
with his charisma and what he had done for
humanity, none dared question the things he
proposed. So the great Leader had chosen to create a
society where there was only beauty. Beauty in every
aspect of life, including how humans looked, and he
had very precisely set the rules of what it meant to be
a physically beautiful human being. After he had
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finished directing the building of a great city, a giant
Metropolis, the Leader died, but his children
continued his goals. He had taught that nothing could
be truly solved with violence, therefore, the nonbeautiful humans were not killed, but merely
separated from the beautiful. The beautiful were to
live in the great Metropolis, which was surrounded by
immense walls and state-of-the-art security, and the
non-beautiful--the ugly--had to live in the giant net of
villages, with fewer advances, outside the Metropolis.
Theirs was not a horrible life, but it surely was not as
good as the city life. At least, that's the way everyone
saw it. Each newborn was examined, and if deemed
ugly, the parents had a choice. Either they could go
with the child and raise it in one of the villages with
the ugly people, or the child was sent away alone to a
villager who was willing to raise it. These newborns
were given an inoculation which made it impossible
for them to reproduce. The only time village people
were allowed inside the city was when they were
delivering goods and products made in their territory,
and this was done under supervision. Plastic surgery
was illegal and punishable by complete isolation from
the rest of society. This was the great Leader's vision:
a world of only complete beauty.

The Origins of AIDS
Examines the emergence and causes of new diseases
all over the world, describing a process called
“spillover” where illness originates in wild animals
before being passed to humans and discusses the
potential for the next huge pandemic. 70,000 first
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printing.

The Third Chimpanzee
Presents a new theory of the rise, evolution, decline,
and collapse of political orders, exploring the impact
of late-modernity upon the survival of democratic and
authoritarian regimes.

Kings of the Forest
A monster-hunting adventure for middle graders. Join
sisters Zoe and Chloe on a fast-paced monster
hunting adventure, with the rest of the LIFERS Squad,
as they try to save The Greater Metro Area from an
ancient enemy. Can they solve the clues and research
an ancient civilization in time to solve the case?

American Wolf
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The enthralling story
of the rise and reign of O-Six, the celebrated
Yellowstone wolf, and the people who loved or feared
her Before men ruled the earth, there were wolves.
Once abundant in North America, these majestic
creatures were hunted to near extinction in the lower
48 states by the 1920s. But in recent decades,
conservationists have brought wolves back to the
Rockies, igniting a battle over the very soul of the
West. With novelistic detail, Nate Blakeslee tells the
gripping story of one of these wolves, O-Six, a
charismatic alpha female named for the year of her
birth. Uncommonly powerful, with gray fur and faint
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black ovals around each eye, O-Six is a kind and
merciful leader, a fiercely intelligent fighter, and a
doting mother. She is beloved by wolf watchers,
particularly renowned naturalist Rick McIntyre, and
becomes something of a social media star, with
followers around the world. But as she raises her pups
and protects her pack, O-Six is challenged on all
fronts: by hunters, who compete with wolves for the
elk they both prize; by cattle ranchers who are losing
livestock and have the ear of politicians; and by other
Yellowstone wolves who are vying for control of the
park’s stunningly beautiful Lamar Valley. These forces
collide in American Wolf, a riveting multigenerational
saga of hardship and triumph that tells a larger story
about the ongoing cultural clash in the
West—between those fighting for a vanishing way of
life and those committed to restoring one of the
country’s most iconic landscapes.

Understanding Climate's Influence on
Human Evolution
Presents a controversial history of violence which
argues that today's world is the most peaceful time in
human existence, drawing on psychological insights
into intrinsic values that are causing people to
condemn violence as an acceptable measure.

Basics in Human Evolution
"In Learning to Die in the Anthropocene, Roy Scranton
draws on his experiences in Iraq to confront the grim
realities of climate change. The result is a fierce and
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provocative book."--Elizabeth Kolbert, Pulitzer Prizewinning author of The Sixth Extinction: An Unnatural
History "Roy Scranton's Learning to Die in the
Anthropocene presents, without extraneous bullshit,
what we must do to survive on Earth. It's a powerful,
useful, and ultimately hopeful book that more than
any other I've read has the ability to change people's
minds and create change. For me, it crystallizes and
expresses what I've been thinking about and trying to
get a grasp on. The economical way it does so, with
such clarity, sets the book apart from most others on
the subject."--Jeff VanderMeer, author of the Southern
Reach trilogy "Roy Scranton lucidly articulates the
depth of the climate crisis with an honesty that is all
too rare, then calls for a reimagined humanism that
will help us meet our stormy future with as much
decency as we can muster. While I don't share his
conclusions about the potential for social movements
to drive ambitious mitigation, this is a wise and
important challenge from an elegant writer and
original thinker. A critical intervention."--Naomi Klein,
author of This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the
Climate "Concise, elegant, erudite, heartfelt &
wise."--Amitav Ghosh, author of Flood of Fire "War
veteran and journalist Roy Scranton combines
memoir, philosophy, and science writing to craft one
of the definitive documents of the modern era."--The
Believer Best Books of 2015 Coming home from the
war in Iraq, US Army private Roy Scranton thought
he'd left the world of strife behind. Then he watched
as new calamities struck America, heralding a threat
far more dangerous than ISIS or Al Qaeda: Hurricane
Katrina, Superstorm Sandy, megadrought--the shock
and awe of global warming. Our world is changing.
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Rising seas, spiking temperatures, and extreme
weather imperil global infrastructure, crops, and
water supplies. Conflict, famine, plagues, and riots
menace from every quarter. From war-stricken
Baghdad to the melting Arctic, human-caused climate
change poses a danger not only to political and
economic stability, but to civilization itself . . . and to
what it means to be human. Our greatest enemy, it
turns out, is ourselves. The warmer, wetter, more
chaotic world we now live in--the
Anthropocene--demands a radical new vision of
human life. In this bracing response to climate
change, Roy Scranton combines memoir, reportage,
philosophy, and Zen wisdom to explore what it means
to be human in a rapidly evolving world, taking
readers on a journey through street protests, the
latest findings of earth scientists, a historic UN
summit, millennia of geological history, and the
persistent vitality of ancient literature. Expanding on
his influential New York Times essay (the #1 mostemailed article the day it appeared, and selected for
Best American Science and Nature Writing 2014),
Scranton responds to the existential problem of global
warming by arguing that in order to survive, we must
come to terms with our mortality. Plato argued that to
philosophize is to learn to die. If that’s true, says
Scranton, then we have entered humanity’s most
philosophical age--for this is precisely the problem of
the Anthropocene. The trouble now is that we must
learn to die not as individuals, but as a civilization.
Roy Scranton has published in the New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, Rolling Stone, Boston Review, and
Theory and Event, and has been interviewed on NPR's
Fresh Air, among other media.
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The Rise and Fall of Political Orders
"Fascinating. Lays a foundation for understanding
human history."—Bill Gates In this "artful, informative,
and delightful" (William H. McNeill, New York Review
of Books) book, Jared Diamond convincingly argues
that geographical and environmental factors shaped
the modern world. Societies that had had a head start
in food production advanced beyond the huntergatherer stage, and then developed religion --as well
as nasty germs and potent weapons of war --and
adventured on sea and land to conquer and decimate
preliterate cultures. A major advance in our
understanding of human societies, Guns, Germs, and
Steel chronicles the way that the modern world came
to be and stunningly dismantles racially based
theories of human history. Winner of the Pulitzer
Prize, the Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science, the RhonePoulenc Prize, and the Commonwealth club of
California's Gold Medal.

Dominance and Aggression in Humans
and Other Animals
An updated edition of Jacques Pépin's acclaimed
account of the events that transformed a chimpanzee
virus into a global pandemic.

Sapiens
Brings to life fifteen thousand years of human history
in a study that follows an imaginary modern traveler
who visits and observes prehistoric communities and
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landscapes that laid the foundations of the modern
world.

The Art of Hunting Humans
In today’s world hunter-gatherer societies struggle
with seemingly insurmountable problems:
deforestation and encroachment, language loss,
political domination by surrounding communities. Will
they manage to survive? This book is about one such
society living in the monsoon rainforests of western
Nepal: the Raute. Kings of the Forest explores how
this elusive ethnic group, the last hunter-gatherers of
the Himalayas, maintains its traditional way of life
amidst increasing pressure to assimilate. Author Jana
Fortier examines Raute social strategies of survival as
they roam the lower Himalayas gathering wild yams
and hunting monkeys. Hunting is part of a symbiotic
relationship with local Hindu farmers, who find their
livelihoods threatened by the monkeys’ raids on their
crops. Raute hunting helps the Hindus, who consider
the monkeys sacred and are reluctant to kill the
animals themselves. Fortier explores Raute beliefs
about living in the forest and the central importance
of foraging in their lives. She discusses Raute identity
formation, nomadism, trade relations, and religious
beliefs, all of which turn on the foragers’ belief in the
moral goodness of their unique way of life. The book
concludes with a review of issues that have long been
important to anthropologists—among them,
biocultural diversity and the shift from an
evolutionary focus on the ideal hunter-gatherer to an
interest in hunter-gatherer diversity. Kings of the
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Forest will be welcomed by readers of anthropology,
Asian studies, environmental studies, ecology,
cultural geography, and ethnic studies. It will also be
eagerly read by those who recognize the critical
importance of preserving and understanding the
connections between biological and cultural diversity.

Hunting Humans
Records the courage and self-reliance of an Indian girl
who lived alone for eighteen years on an isolated
island off the California coast when her tribe
emigrated and she was left behind.

Avian Reservoirs
Meave Leakey's thrilling, high-stakes memoir--written
with her daughter Samira--encapsulates her
distinguished life and career on the front lines of the
hunt for our human origins, a quest made all the more
notable by her stature as a woman in a highly
competitive, male-dominated field.

Past Tense
Dominance and Aggression in Humans and Other
Animals: The Great Game of Life examines human
nature and the influence of evolution, genetics,
chemistry, nurture, and the sociopolitical environment
as a way of understanding how and why humans
behave in aggressive and dominant ways. The book
walks us through aggression in other social species,
compares and contrasts human behavior to other
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animals, and then explores specific human behaviors
like bullying, abuse, territoriality murder, and war.
The book examines both individual and group
aggression in different environments including work,
school, and the home. It explores common stressors
triggering aggressive behaviors, and how individual
personalities can be vulnerable to, or resistant to,
these stressors. The book closes with an exploration
of the cumulative impact of human aggression and
dominance on the natural world. Reviews the
influence of evolution, genetics, biochemistry, and
nurture on aggression Explores aggression in multiple
species, including insects, fish, reptiles, birds, and
mammals Compares human and animal aggressive
and dominant behavior Examines bullying, abuse,
territoriality, murder, and war Includes nonaggressive
behavior in displays of respect and tolerance
Highlights aggression triggers from drugs to stress
Discusses individual and group behavior, including
organizations and nations Probes dominance and
aggression in religion and politics Translates the
impact of human behavior over time on the natural
world
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